
The Techmount TM-CC is a universal projector ceiling bracket designed to secure 99% of data projectors safety
and sturdily to ceilings. It is designed for applications where no ‘drop’ is required so no pole is included. It holds
the projector 110mm away from the ceiling.

Close-Coupled Projector
Ceiling Mount
TM-CC EU SAP: 1932372 US SAP: 12939545
visionaudiovisual.com/tm-cc

Universal projector ceiling mount for close-to-ceiling
installation
All parts included and arrives 95% assembled reducing
time onsite
4 fully adjustable spider arms fit 99% of projectors

Robust Construction
High standard of finish and over-engineered for stability and safety. A rugged high-
quality satin-white finish blends with ceiling tiles.

Manoeuvrable
The top and bottom parts can rotate 360 degrees, and the spider arms have a maximum
span of 340mm (13.4″).
Sloping Ceilings?
A tilting mechanism is built in allowing you to use the bracket with cathedral-type
ceilings.

Safety Approved
As with all projector Techmounts a safety cable is included to attach to the projector.
The TM-CC has a recommended maximum safe working load (SWL) of 10kg which is
well within the limits of the product.

Easy fit
Fitting the bracket to the projector is simple; most projectors have threaded inserts in
the bottom for attachment. Not all use the same diameter screws we provide a selection
to suit almost all projectors. Simply adjust the arms on our bracket over the attachment
holes, and insert a screw into the projector.

Tools Included
A spanner and pin-hex key are included.

Secure
Quick-release mechanisms make life easier for thieves so the TM-CC comes with secure
pin-hex bolts.
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MANUAL

Manual
EN PDF 214.58 KB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/manuals/TM-CC_en.pdf

Manual
EN PDF 2.60 MB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/manuals/TM-CC_manual_en.pdf

Quick manual
EN PDF 538.50 KB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/manuals/TM-CC_quick_manual.pdf

CAD

CAD
ZIP 754.53 KB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/cad/TM-CC.zip

CAD
VND.DWG 913.70 KB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/manuals/TM-CC.dwg

IMAGE

Product Images
ZIP 3.77 MB
files.visionaudiovisual.com/products/TM-CC/images/TM-CC.zip

SPECIFICATIONS

BOX DIMENSIONS
244 x 174 x 120mm / 9.61″ x 6.85″ x 4.72″
PACKAGED WEIGHT
1.6kg / 3.53 lbs

SAFE WORKING LOAD
10kg/ 22.05 lbs

COLOUR
Satin White

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
1 x H50 Pin-Hex key 1 x 17mm (0.7″) Spanner 4 x M2.5 43mm (1.7″) pan slot for Optoma & Acer 4 x
M3 43mm (1.7″) screws 4 x M4 43mm (1.7″) screws 4 x M5 43mm (1.7″) screws 4 x M6 43mm (1.7″)
screws 4 x M8 50mm (2.0″) Ceiling Fixtures with rawl plugs 1 x Safety Tether

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
TUV-GS Certification

ORDER PART CODE
TM-CC [EU SAP: 1932372 / US SAP: 12939545]
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